
 

 

 

  
 

Photo credit 
 

1) Definition/introduction of the subject (1/4) 

Photographic credit is a professional practice for the use of photographs, particularly press 
photographs, based on the authors' right of paternity.  

To better understand what photographic credit is, you can refer to the code of good professional 
practice between press publishers, press agencies and photographers signed on 15 July 2014i which 
devotes a section to it.  

This document legally constitutes an agreement applicable to the members and adherents, whether 
natural or legal persons, of the signatory organisations that represent them, in the context of their 
professional relations.  

Under the terms of this agreement, "Publishers undertake to systematically associate the publication 
of a photograph with the photographic credits relating to it, which must appear, as far as possible, 
alongside the photograph". 

A photographic credit includes at least: "the name of the photographer and the name of the agency or 
source of the photograph". 

Any publisher who is a signatory to this agreement and who contravenes these provisions will 
be subject to the financial penalties stipulated in the agreement.  

2) Development with 2 or 3 concrete examples or supporting flowcharts (2/4) 

In order to reproduce a photograph, which is an original work, it is generally necessary first to 
obtain the author's permission (economic right). The extent of the rights assigned by the 
author (amateur or professional) of a photograph (whether accessible online or not) is 
stipulated in a rights assignment contract (whether free of charge or not, open source or not) 
specific to each photograph or image bank. 

When a photograph, an original work, is reproduced without any photographic credit being 
given, this constitutes an infringement of the photographer's moral copyright. It is therefore 
necessary to comply with the way in which the author's photographic credit must be 



mentioned (unless the author has expressly decided to remain anonymous, or if it is an orphan 
work - mention "Rights reserved" or "DR"). 

To sum up: the use of the photographic credit allows the moral right of authorship of the 
photographer, the author of an original work, to be respected, provided that a photograph is 
associated unambiguously with its author. 

Some concrete examples of the use of photographic credit from case law:  

- Infringement of the right of authorship is cons�tuted by failing to credit a photograph 
in the name of the author and, even more so, by wrongly credi�ng another authorii . 

- A publisher infringed copyright to the detriment of the author, Ms Caroline Z., by 
republishing and marke�ng without her authorisa�on a work with the men�on C. Z. in 
the photo credit, even though the author had clearly specified the obligatory men�on 
"Caroline Z." in the credit for her photosiii . 

- It has been ruled that in the case of photographs, the right of authorship is respected 
as long as the prac�ces rela�ng to 'photographic credits' or 'legal no�ces' allow the 
author's name to appear in a small font near the reproduc�on, either at the end of the 
work or in a dedicated sec�oniv . 

- It is an infringement of the authorship of photographs to include the author's name in 
a list of 26 names without indica�ng which photographs should be atributed to him or 
herv . 
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